OUR COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY BY

Divani Collection Hotels
The pressures on our planet’s limited natural resources and the challenge of climate change require prompt and concerted action from us all. We take wide-ranging measures to protect biodiversity, reduce our consumption of water, energy and other resources, avoid waste, and combat climate change.
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Sustainable Travel Pledge

After years of following sustainable practices and striving for a greener and more environmentally friendly future, we are happy to declare that we are the **first hotel chain in Greece** to sign the UNESCO sustainable travel pledge.
WATER AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT

- Installed water flow reducers in guestrooms and public areas, reducing annual water consumption.
- Implementation of room heating with natural gas proven to decrease harmful gas emissions, for example greenhouse gases, towards the environment. In addition, all heaters are controlled by BMS.
- In line with our commitment to reduce energy consumption, most of the hotel’s lighting has been replaced with LED light technology systems. LED light bulbs consume minimum energy and significantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions.
- Imposed Green cleaning techniques and products to avoid the use of those containing toxic chemicals.
- Installed water flow reducers in guestrooms and public areas, reducing annual water consumption.
Modernization of the old pressure pumps with a new type Inverter WILO Quadruple pump.

Conversion of heating oil & ZNX boilers into natural gas boilers, in order to protect the environment.

We believe that the rapid transition to electric mobility is essential to building a sustainable future for all. That’s why an electric car charging station is available and is offered complimentary of charge to all hotel guests. Charger Details: Wallbox plus 22Kw, 16A, 380V, 50Hz.

Applied thermal facade throughout the hotel. This thermal facade is used to save more energy.
The hotel carries out separate sorting activities for materials such as cartons, office paper, glass bottles, plastic containers, batteries, metals, electronic devices, construction materials, soap, printer ink, lamps, and frying oils that are given to third parties for recycling. In addition, a cooperation has been made with the municipality for bio-recycling.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIETY

Blood donations by the hotel staff at regular intervals.

Donating approximately 10,000 meals per year.

Fund contribution to Municipality of Vari-Voula-Vouliagmeni for a Youth Entrepreneurship Support Program.

Sponsorship to the Christmas Online Gift Shop of the Palliative Care Unit “GALILEE”.

Fund contribution to non-governmental organization «Kivotos tou kosmou».
FOOD DONATIONS
FURNITURE & LINEN DONATIONS

ELLENIKI DEMOKRATIA
Υπουργείο Μετανάστευσης & Ασύλου
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DESIMOS

ΓΕΝΙΚΟ ΛΥΚΕΙΟ ΚΑΠΑΝΔΡΙΤΙΟΥ “ΚΑΛΛΙΣΤΡΑΤΟΣ”

THE HOME PROJECT
FURNITURE & LINEN DONATIONS
CONTRIBUTIONS TO LOTTERY OF ORGANISATIONS
COMPLIMENTARY STAYS

Make A Wish

HOPEgenesis
Creating Divine Moments, one sustainable step at a time!